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Introduction

In our modern day lives, it seems almost 
impossible to live without the use of social 
media. As a society, we are categorically 
obsessed with it. From checking first thing when 
we wake up, to scrolling at the dinner table, we 
simply cannot get enough. It rules our lives 
whether we realize it or not. Even when we try 
to take a break, something always draws us 
back. Social media is addicting. A study done at 
Harvard University showed that using social 
media and receiving notifications stimulates the 
same area in the brain as the use of addictive 
substances. When someone sees their phone 
illuminated with that wonderful alert, they get a 
rush of dopamine that signals pleasure to the 
brain. It elicits positive reinforcement towards 
the use of social media. This vicious cycle 
continues because we keep wanting more and 
cannot live without. The problem then becomes 
time and the wasting of that time encouraged 
through social media.

The average person spends two and a half hours 
per day on just social media. Think of all the 
things you could accomplish within that time. 
Not to mention all of the things that you’re 
missing. Social media not only eats away at life’s 
precious moments, but it has been proven to 
increase depressive thoughts and tendencies. 
When indulging in social media, you initially 
receive a surge of happiness, but it is all too 
instant and temporary. Constantly seeing others’ 
lives and comparing ourselves to them creates a 
jealous and negative environment without us 
realizing it. We are wasting our time with 
something that has its grasp tightly around our 
happiness. That is why I created Five Sisters 
Apothecary Co. Five Sisters is a company that 
has brewed a special tonic elixir that supplies its 
consumers with the dopamine typically received 
through indulging in social media. With this, 
they are able to experience their life again 
without any of the online distractions. Through 
the creation of this elixir and the original Five 
Sisters branding, I have explored how design, 
using imagery and color can subconsciously elicit 
happiness in people.
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Branding

While designing the logo for Five Sisters 
Apothecary Co., I made the face of the brand 
Panacea, the goddess of universal remedy. I felt 
as though she would be the perfect fit for this 
magical elixir as the drink would heal the 
sadness of those who consume it. Panacea has 
four other sisters all containing the power of 
healing in different forms. The five sisters 
became the inspiration for the company’s name.

In order to bring out happiness subconsciously 
through design, I started with color theory. Color 
theory refers to the meaning behind colors and 
how they affect our emotions. The primary 
colors of the brand are red and ivory. Warm 
colors tend to draw out happiness and energy 
from people. As red is a warm color and ivory a 
warmer tone of white, the feeling of importance 
and sophistication come out in the design. These 
warmer hues are accompanied by accents of cool 
colors to enforce a calming effect in the viewer. I 
also paired complimentary colors together in my 
photography in order to create a more 
aesthetically pleasing composition.
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I went with a vintage style for the brand to give 
the consumer a sense of nostalgia for a time 
before technology ruled our lives. Nostalgia 
helps people deal with stress and anxiety by 
causing emotions they felt during a certain time. 
This gives the look of the brand a more magical 
and ethereal aura. Almost as if they are looking 
into a memory or dream.                                                 
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Packaging

In order to further invoke the 
nostalgia in my designs, I designed 
labels inspired by vintage prohibition 
era liquor bottles. I also included 
ingredients that are typically used as 
natural remedies for happiness. I chose 
elderberries as the central ingredient 
because they are loaded with 
antioxidants which promote a better 
immune system and reduce stress. 
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In order to bring out happiness subconsciously 
through design, I started with color theory. Color 
theory refers to the meaning behind colors and 
how they affect our emotions. The primary 
colors of the brand are red and ivory. Warm 
colors tend to draw out happiness and energy 
from people. As red is a warm color and ivory a 
warmer tone of white, the feeling of importance 
and sophistication come out in the design. These 
warmer hues are accompanied by accents of cool 
colors to enforce a calming effect in the viewer. I 
also paired complimentary colors together in my 
photography in order to create a more 
aesthetically pleasing composition.
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Photography

Photography is a large part of this project due to 
how social media revolves around it. There are 
even specific apps like Instagram and Snapchat 
dedicated solely to sending and posting photos. 
Within all forms of social media, we encounter 
countless advertisements as well. Advertisements 
generate the success that they do because they 
create a subconscious visual message, something 
that we don’t need to know the language for in 
order to understand. A large part of social media 
involves the feeling and invocation of envy. We 
envy others and we want others to envy us. 
Advertising works the same way. We envy the ad 
and if we buy the product, we will then be 
envied. Artist and critic, John Berger once wrote 
“Happiness of being envied is glamour.” 

As another layer to my photography and thesis, 
I explored how advertisements utilize the 
great works of art history to influence their 
compositions. Many advertisements reference 
classical oil paintings and famous greek sculptures 
in order to control what the consumer feels when 
viewing their product. I took inspiration from 
magazines along with classic works of art in order 
to give my photography and collateral design a 
high fashion look.
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Advertisements

I created advertisements for Five Sisters 
Apothecary Co. to show examples of how this 
brand would live in the world on a billboard, in a 
magazine, and on social media itself.
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About Me

As a designer, my inspiration comes from my 
love for adventure and exploring the unknown. 
These influences are reflected through my clean, 
yet edgy style. My design work incorporates a 
sophisticated spin on playful topics in order to 
demonstrate how exciting subject matters can 
be tastefully refined. I find my main passion in 
branding and package design, both career paths 
I plan to pursue after graduation. I aim to work 
in a position dedicated to forming cohesive 
branding for companies seeking a unique voice 
and perspective.
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